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We present a method that produces a list of genes
that are candidates for Network Expansion by Sub-
setting and Ranking Aggregation (NESRA) and its
application to gene regulatory networks. Our group
has recently developed gene@home [3], a BOINC
project [1] that permits to search for candidate genes
for the expansion of a gene regulatory network us-
ing gene expression data. The project adopts in-
tensive variable-subsetting strategies enabled by the
computational power provided by the volunteers who
join the project by means of the BOINC client, and
exploits the PC algorithm for discovering putative
causal relationships within each subset of variables.
The PC algorithm, whose name derives from the ini-
tials of its authors [7] and PC* [2] are algorithms
that discover causal relationships among variables. In
particular, PC is based on the systematic testing for
conditional independence of variables given subsets of
other variables, comprehensively presented and eval-
uated by Kalish and colleagues [4] who proposed it
also for gene network reconstruction [5]. NESRA is
an algorithm which runs as a postprocessor of the
gene@home project that has: 1) a procedure that sys-
tematically subsets the variables, runs the PC and
ranks the genes; the subsetting is iterated several
times and a ranked list of candidates is produced
by counting the number of times a relationship is
found; 2) several ranking steps are executed with
different values of the dimension of the subsets and
with different number of iterations producing several
ranked lists; 3) the ranked lists are aggregated by us-
ing a state-of-the-art ranking aggregator. Here we
show that a single ranking step is enough to outper-
form PC and PC*, but with some dependency on
the parameters. Moreover, we show that the output
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ranking aggregation method is better that the aver-
age performance of the single ranking steps. Evalua-
tions are done by means of the gene@home project on
Arabidopsis thaliana including a comparison against
ARACNE [6] (Table 1).
Method k=5 k=10 k=20 k=55
NESRA 0.90 0.80 0.60 0.42
ARACNE 0.2 0.3 0.35 0.45
Table 1: A. thaliana, Expansion of the Flower Organ
Specification Gene Regulatory Network. NESRA and
ARACNE (default parameters) precision for different
values k of the length of the gene list.
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